A global shape judgement task was used to investigate the combination of stereopsis and kinetic depth. With botb cues present, there were no distortions of shape perception, even under conditions where either cue alone did show such distortions. We suggest that the addition of motion information overcomes the stereo distance scaling problem. However, when incongruent combinations of disparity and motion were used, the results did not match predictions of a number of combination theories. These data could be described by a model which used weighted linear combination afier correctly scaling disparities for viewing distance. When the motion cue was weakened by presenting only two frames of each motion sequence, stereo was weighted more heavily.
INTRODUCTION
When exploring the integration of depth cues experimentally there are a wide variety of cues to be considered. Three dimensional shape can be specified by stereopsis, relative motion, and a number of pictorial cues including perspective, shading and textural variation. The focus of this paper is the means by which two strong depth cues-stereopsis and relative motion-interact. The main question addressed is whether it is appropriate to consider stereo and motion as independent depth modules which are linearly combined to yield veridical depth estimates, or whether some more complex nonlinear interaction takes place.
Rationale for studying stereo-motion combination
Stereopsis and structure-from-motion are considered powerful cues in isolation, meaning that for most observers both sources of information independently provide compelling sensations of depth. von Helmholtz (1910) likened the depth percept from motion parallax to "a good stereoscopic view". In addition, stereopsis affords exquisitely precise depth judgements, as evidenced by stereoacuity thresholds of a few seconds of arc under the best conditions (Berry, 1948) . However, stereoacuity does decline exponentially with distance from the fixation plane (Blakemore, 1970 ing high quality depth information from stereopsis may be restricted to fixated targets of small three-dimensional size (McKee, Levi & Bowne, 1990) . Motion can also provide fine depth information. Speed discrimination thresholds, which provide a basic limitation on the processing of structure-from-motion, are less than 5% at speeds greater than 3 deg/sec (McKee, 1981) . There are few data on the precision of structure-from-motion judgements (but see Rogers & Graham, 1982; Todd & Norman, 1991) .
Both stereopsis and motion parallax can yield an absolute measure of depth at each point in the scene where there is a surface marking (e.g. in meters from the observer), given some additional information about the observer's position. In the case of motion the additional information required is knowledge of egomotion and eye rotation, which could be obtained from nonvisual sources. For stereopsis to provide absolute depth values the distance from the observer to the fixation point must be known as well as the observer's interocular separation. In principle, combining the information from stereo and motion allows three-dimensional shape to be extracted without the need for additional information about viewing distance or egomotion (some possible schemes are discussed below).
A number of psychophysical observations point to close links between the motion and stereopsis processing systems. Rogers and Graham (1982) documented extensive similarities between depth from motion parallax and stereopsis. The shape of the sensitivity functions for depth modulation as a function of spatial frequency are highly similar for stereopsis and motion parallax (Rogers & Graham, 1982) . However, for some of their observers absolute sensitivity to binocular disparity was
